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Abstract. Laser frequency stabilization is notably one of the
major challenges on the way to a space-borne gravitational
wave observatory. The proposed Laser Interferometer
Space Antenna �LISA� is presently under development in an
ESA, NASA collaboration. We present a novel method for
active laser stabilization and phase noise suppression in
such a gravitational wave detector. The proposed approach
is a further evolution of the “arm-locking” method, which in
essence consists of using an interferometer arm as an opti-
cal cavity, exploiting the extreme long-run stability of the cav-
ity size in the frequency band of interest. We extend this
method by using the natural interferometer arm length differ-
ences and existing interferometer signals as additional infor-
mation sources for the reconstruction and active suppres-
sion of the quasi-periodic laser frequency noise, enhancing
the resolution power of space-borne gravitational wave
detectors. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
�DOI: 10.1117/1.2042457�
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For the test of general relativity and astrophysical re-
search, measurements of gravitational waves in space are in
preparation. Gravitational waves could be detected by ob-
serving the strain of space over time. One possible instru-
ment for such measurements is an optical interferometer,
which enables comparison of the time-dependent strain in
different directions of space. If for such interferometers, the
wavelength of the gravitational wave is much bigger than
the arm length of the interferometer, then the detected sig-
nal can be linearly increased by increasing the interferom-
eter arm length.1,2 For the LISA mission, the interferometer
components are housed in identical satellites 5�109 m
apart, forming a triangle in space and providing maximum
sensitivity for wave periods between 10−4 and 10−1 Hz. The
corresponding optical interferometers are of Michelson
type with an angle of �60 deg between the interferometer
arms.1,2 Figure 1 shows an outline of an example geometry
and a nomenclature of the different interferometer arms.

The dimension of such an interferometer implies an in-
creased sensitivity at frequencies below �30 mHz.1,2 The
0091-3286/2005/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE a
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nterferometer reference mirrors are quasi-free falling test
asses shielded by the spacecraft from non-gravitational

isturbances. The spacecraft follow the test mass motion
ia an electro-mechanical drag-free control system.

Since the motion of the test masses is also subject to
nterplanetary forces, causing deviations from ideal orbits,
he differences in the interferometer arm lengths cannot be
ept below a certain limit. In case of LISA, the arm lengths
re supposed to breath relatively with an amplitude of
bout 1% of the mean arm length in the course of a year,
ausing a slow variation of the corresponding Doppler
hifts at a frequency of �3�10−8 Hz1,2 and of the relative
ngle of 60±1 deg.

These unavoidable arm-length differences in space-
orne gravitational wave detectors are the source of the
etected laser frequency noise in such interferometers at the
xpected sensitivity maximum at a frequency of �10−3 Hz.
ue to the unequal arm lengths, the frequency noise is not

ancelled as it is the case in ground-based gravitational
ave detectors. To overcome this frequency noise, which is

everal orders of magnitude higher than the desired noise
oor,1,2 the post-processing method of time-delay interfer-
metry �TDI� has been developed.3 Relying upon current
pace-qualified laser sources, this method leads to high re-
uirements for the time measurement and clock synchroni-
ation in the moving spacecraft array as well as
nformation-conserving data reduction �filtering� and inter-
olation methods or data transfer throughput to earth.

Previously, a method called “arm locking” has been pro-
osed, which in essence is a realization of an optical cavity
ith the dimension of an interferometer arm, offering fre-
uency noise suppression based on a cavity of the length of
ne interferometer arm �L�5�109 m�.4,5 However, this
ethod does not damp the frequency noise at the frequency

orresponding to the inverse round trip time c /2L and mul-
iples of this frequency.

In this paper, we present a method based on this arm-
ocking approach, which exploits the existing interferom-
ter signals in order to extract information on the time-
eriodic frequency noise in the arm-locking mode and to
emove this noise. The method provides safe and efficient
ctive frequency noise suppression in a naturally self-
vident way without influencing the gravitational wave sig-
al, thus causing an enhanced resolution power of space-
orne gravitational wave detectors.

ig. 1 Outline of an example geometry with a nomenclature of the
hree identical spacecraft and interferometer arms �see also Refs. 1

nd 2�.
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In Fig. 2, we show the concept of the extended arm-
locking method. We restrict the discussion to a two-arm
interferometer, but the extension to a three-arm interferom-
eter is straightforward.

A laser on S/C 1 sends light with the phase P�t�= p�t�
+2��0t and the nominal fixed laser frequency �0 to S/C 3,
where it is responded back to S/C 1. The light received on
S/C 1 has the phase P�t−2L /c�= p�t−2L /c�+2��0�t
−2L /c�. On S/C 1, we can measure the frequency differ-
ence �� /�t��P�t�− P�t−2L /c�� / �2��= f�t�− f�t−2L /c� be-
tween the sent and received light beam. Here, the frequency
f is defined by 2�f�t�= �� /�t�p�t�. Note that f cannot be
measured. However, we can measure frequency differ-
ences, which are independent of the choice of the nominal
�0. A heterodyne laser locking is performed between the
incoming and sent beam, controlling the sent beam. The
filtering function is marked with G in Fig. 2. The indicated
function of this feedback loop ideally generates a nearly
periodic frequency error f�t�, which is repeated for infinite
time if the loop works with infinite gain:5 f�t= t0�− f�t= t0

−2L /c�=0. The analysis of this opto-mechanical system
immediately implies that the periodic frequency error f�t�
may be corrected for by adding the negative error to the

Fig. 2 Principle of the laser stabilization method
between S/C 1 and the mirror on S/C 3. The las
difference � measured on S/C 1 is used to recon
f�t�. Here s and s� symbolize optical units

nomenclature.
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aser frequency reference signal f�t−2L /c� for the time of
L /c, if only the periodic frequency error was known ex-
ctly. However, we can send a part of the laser output to
/C 2, receive the reflected beam, and observe the fre-
uency difference

�t0� = f�t = t0� − f�t = t0 − �2L/c − ���

= f�t = t0� − f�t = t0 + �� � − �� �f

�t
�

t=t0+�/2
.

his is an approximation of the derivative of the periodic
requency error function. If we observe the function

�t� = F�t� + �/2� = �−
1

�
�

0

t�
��t��dt� 0 � t� � 2L/c

0 else
	 ,

e obtain an approximation of the frequency error with
espect to the frequency error at time t=� /2. If we further
ompare F�t�=F�t�+� /2� and f��t�= f�t�+� /2�− f�� /2�
nd perform a discrete Fourier transformation of F and f�
or the period 2L /c, beginning at time t=� /2�0, it can

rodyne arm-locking configuration is maintained
m is sent to S/C 2 in parallel and the frequency
and subtract the quasi-periodic frequency error
ing beam-splitters. See also Fig. 1 for the
. A hete
er bea
struct

contain
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easily be shown that for ideal arm-locking performance in
the frequency domain F��� / f����=sinc��� /2�. Thus in
principle, we can reconstruct the AC components of the
frequency error function f��t� and subtract it with a time
delay of �=2�n+1�L /c for the time of 2L /c, i.e., we sub-
tract the reconstructed f��t−�� from the laser frequency ref-
erence signal f�t−2L /c� in situ. The value of the integer n
may depend on the on-board calculation time needed for
reconstruction of f� and should be chosen as low as pos-
sible to guarantee little change of the quasi-periodic f�t�.
After we have subtracted the reconstructed error, we have
again a quasi-periodic frequency error, which would be ide-
ally constant and equal f�� /2�. Thus under ideal conditions
we would completely suppress the laser frequency noise
and then begin high-resolution measurements with the self-
conserving suppressed noise.

In conclusion, we have presented a method for active
suppression of the laser frequency noise, which is desirable
for the realization of a space-borne gravitational wave in-
terferometer, enhancing the resolution power of such a de-
tector. The method can be applied under real conditions,
where there will be Doppler-shift frequency offsets varying
at a frequency of 3�10−8 Hz, because the frequency of this
variation is out of the measurement band. The Doppler
shifts and slow variations can be removed by offset locking
and subtraction from the frequency readout �. The clock
noise of the reference clocks used for heterodyne laser
locking can easily be suppressed using the difference fre-
quency between laser lines, locked to the variable-seize
cavity. The arm-length information 
L ,c��, which is
needed for the correction procedure, can be obtained by
observing correlations of time-shifted high-frequency com-
ponents of �. We have seen that in first order perfect can-
cellation of the laser frequency noise can be reached. The
efficiency of the method will be limited by time measure-
ment errors, which will be very small with respect to a
typical round-trip time difference of ����0.3 s, i.e., a neg-
ligible time shift error will be reached with standard clocks.
Moreover, small errors in the determination of � become
Optical Engineering 090505-3
egligible if the procedure described in this paper is re-
eated from time to time, since the small relative error is
ultiplied with itself and reduced each time the procedure

s performed. For increased performance, we may repeat
he subtraction of weighted fractions of the corrections by
ultiplying the correction functions with an optimized
���. Simulation calculations4–6 and experiments7–9 for the
rm-locking mode were already performed by other groups.
e performed simulation calculations for the extended
ethod presented in this paper with standard noise input up

o the heterodyne bandwidth in the kilohertz range,6 which
rove that stable operation and a permanent laser noise sup-
ression of several orders of magnitude is reached simulta-
eously at relevant frequencies below, at and above c /2L.
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